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Summary

Market
The Physical Gold market is a multi-trillion dollar

gold production at source in an environmentally

industry however, is still largely opaque, specialist

friendly and responsible partnership. At Jinbi, we

and requires significant capital to invest. Jinbi Token

provide a blockchain based digital token that will

holders will all participate from the profitability of

transform this multi-trillion-dollar industry.

Competitive Advantage

The time has come for the synthesis of both gold

production milestones whereby each coin

All participants get transparency into the supply

By utilizing smart contracts and linking

and crypto currencies in the Jinbi Token. Backed

holder will receive a biannual dividend

chain and have a precise understanding as to the

it to gold, it makes it more exchangeable and

by an audited and increasing physical gold floor,

payable in physical gold or Jinbi (JNB)Tokens.

location of their gold. Jinbi makes it simple to buy

a much more secure and trusted source of value.

Jinbi Token holders will benefit directly and share

All other funds are reinvested back into Jinbi to

gold, safely and with ease. Dividends will also be

Transparency is what the industry needs and

in the profitability from the production of gold at

continue further gold production.

paid upon reaching significant production and

blockchain and the Jinbi Token is the solution

storage milestones.

to deliver it.

source. Jinbi will create liquidity events following

Problem
Buying 24 carat gold can be difficult and confusing.
It is a well-known fact that you can buy gold with
paper contracts, meaning that you could be subject
to counterparty risk.

ICO Schedule
Pre-Qualified May 2018 | Pre-ICO Sale 18th June | ICO Sale 28th June 2018
12.5m Tokens Total | 2.5m Tokens Management & Marketing | 1.25m Pre Sale | 8.75m Main Sale
Jinbi, bringing blockchain to the gold industry.

